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Abstract: This article demonstrates a task-based language teaching class in Chinese context, and it follows the three-stage TBLT framework: pre-task; task cycle and the language focus. Rationale for TBLT method; authentic teaching material and specific activities involved in the class have been explained and justified. Finally, it critically evaluates the designed lesson plan in accordance with Chinese context and indicates potential difficulties with practical consideration.
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1. Introduction

In this article, a lesson plan has been designed in accordance with TBLT (task-based language teaching) and has been evaluated from theoretical and practical perspectives. Nowadays, though TBLT has been extensively discussed and researched in literature, practically, it has been faced with a few difficulties in the process of real teaching. Due to practical limitations, for example, students and teachers are not familiar with TBLT, especially for teachers, it is hard for them to adapt the teaching material in line with TBLT. What is more, be faced with pressure of passing the exam, some students are unwilling to acclimatize themselves to the new method. Furthermore, it is highly recommended by the Ministry of Education that TBLT should be implemented in secondary school for the sake of effective teaching and teacher-student interaction. Therefore, the lesson plan designed in this article aims to provide a TBLT model in real Chinese context as a reference for English teachers and EFL teaching. Additionally, it has been critically evaluated for acknowledging some limitations of lesson plan and providing implications for further teaching and relevant study.

This article consists of two main parts: rationale and evaluation of lesson plan. Rationale provides detailed definitions of task, justification for task-based language teaching (TBLT), then follows a series of specific activities and reasons for choices of these activities. The second part evaluation covers a range of topics ranging from advantages of TBLT, evaluation of authentic material and particular activities involved in this lesson.

2. Rationale for TBLT

Numerous definitions of “task” have been provided by different scholars, and each definition has its own focus. Nunan [27] classifies “task” into pedagogical tasks (occur in classroom) and real-world tasks or target tasks (occur beyond the classroom). Five dominant characteristics of task are summarized as follows: TBLT is meaning-focused; instead of repeating what other people say, learners are expected to produce language; has connection with real-world tasks; assessed in accordance with outcome. A large body of literature provides theoretical rationale for TBLT. Lynch and Maclean [20] advocate TBLT by providing two primary reasons: first, classroom task imitates and promotes performance in real world task. Second, drawing on SLA research, the issue of ‘learnability’, the developmental sequence for L2 acquisition, input and output hypothesis have provided implications and justification for TBLT. Skehan [37] pointed out that as an approach to instruction, task-based teaching is theoretically justifiable and flexible in implementation. TBLT favors implicit instruction by the way of “learning through doing activities or tasks” [31]. It is contended that TBLT provides improved and supportive conditions for developing second language ability than other approaches which relies heavily on explicit teaching on language structure [18].
3. Main Ideas on Lesson Plan

The lesson is designed for Chinese senior high students who are prepared to go abroad. The lesson lasts for around 1 hour and 45 minutes. The objectives of this lesson follow four strands: to make full use of lyrics to expand vocabulary; to develop scanning strategy and intensive reading; to develop speaking fluency by maximizing speaking opportunities; to promote target culture awareness and interest. Regarding their learning outcomes, firstly, students will be able to pronounce every word in lyrics correctly. Secondly, students will be able to speak their own interpretations of this song. Thirdly, students will be able to complete reading comprehension sheet. The only teaching material involved in the lesson is the music *The sound of silence*.

3.1. Lyrics as Authentic Material

Nunan [26] points out a collection of key components of task: input, activities, goal, roles, and settings. Here music is not merely used as language input but also stimulus for eliciting emotion and entailing experience. A significant rationale for using music lies in affective factors involved in language learning and teaching. Krashen’s “affective filter” hypotheses demonstrated that low affective filter can promote language learning. Music has the capacity of relaxing mind and increasing retention of learned knowledge [23]. Gardner’s Theory of Multiple Intelligences also supports the effectiveness of music in Second language acquisition. According to this psychologist, he asserts that every human possesses eight distinct intelligences, and music intelligence is intimately linked to language intelligence. Music is strongly recommended to be introduced into language class from the perspective of psychology. Therefore, music as teaching material for second language acquisition echoes both linguistic and psychological theory and empirical research.

3.2. Classroom Organization

Classroom environment is an important element for effective learning [45]. A classroom full of desks and chairs can be both psychological and physical obstacle for effective communication. Consequently, all desks and chairs are removed and the class is organized like “horseshoe” shape with the teachers sitting at the mouth.

4. Framework for TBLT

Since TBLT has been recognized as one of favorable and authentic way of teaching, several frameworks for TBLT have been advocated and highly approved in literature. In this article, a framework suggested by Willis [46] has been adopted and implemented in the lesson.

![Figure 2. A framework for TBLT (Willis, 1996).](image)

4.1. Pre-task Phase

Pre-task stage function as preparation for real task implementation. It consists of introducing topic, activating prior knowledge and giving task instructions. Sufficient conditions for language learning are exposure, use and motivation [46]. Pre-task activities aim to provide adequate listening and reading input and motivate learners through fabulous music and stimulating activities.

According to the principle of task dependence, a series of activities are designed from easy to more challenging one. In line with receptive-to-creative principle, speaking and role play are placed after reading and listening activities [27]. In activity 1, the primary reason for playing instrumental version is to free learners from struggling with language, to set the mood for subsequent activities. According to Suggestopedia principle, learners are totally immersed in rhythm without external interference, which makes them more susceptible to language input and increases their attention [23]. Attention is key element for triggering learning, and developing attention span is considered as a vital instruction task [35]. Apart from functioning as warm-up activity, the prediction element in this activity may inspire learners’ curiosity, which sets purpose for later listening activity. Referential questions play important role in eliciting comprehensible output and further dialogue between teachers and students [21]. Referential question [19] is defined as question introduced by teacher without specific answer (i.e. what is your overall feeling about this song?). However, research indicated that learners with low performance respond passively to referential questions [21]. Therefore, scaffolding is needed to draw learners’ attention...
and continue the task. Scaffolding is defined as external help happened during other-regulated interactions [27]. It serves six main functions: engage students into task; divide task into manageable parts, make task doable; motivate learners to continue task; guide learners’ attention to specific activities; reduce learners’ anxiety during task; strive for better outcome [47]. It is obvious that from task sequence to emotion control, the concept of scaffolding is throughout whole instruction. In activity 2, learners compare the initial speculation with what they have comprehended from listening and add signal words to justify their choice [43]. After the listening, they check information with partner to discuss what question need further attention in later reading activity [42]. Task difficulty hinges on familiarity with topic and the cognitive demands of task type [46]. To reduce the cognitive load, music is played without showing lyrics. In activity 3, reading music review sample can be classified as ‘mining’ stage, whereby learners select useful language input for subsequent output activities [46]. Simultaneously, scanning skill is considered as a efficient vehicle for lengthy text. It is defined as locating key words or required specific information rapidly in the text [38]. Reading follows closely listening, and such a repeated exposure to same material provides support for higher performance in task cycle [25].

4.2. Task Cycle

After adequate preparation, at task cycle stage, learners are expected to use whatever language to complete the task with specific objectives. It is composed of three components: task; planning; report. Task implementation is the starting point and planning comes next as the central part, finally report serves to be a stimulus for whole task completion [46]. Due to the complexity of the task, time leaving for planning is longer than task itself. At planning stage, learners have to make decisions about what to report and check language forms. In activity 4 and 5, learners are expected to critically analyze the content of lyrics through intensive reading. The activity involves consensus-building, during which group members have to decide on final theme and mood of this music. It aims to engage students into discussion and provide the opportunity for further dialogue. To prolong communication time is a basic concern for oral practice [28]. To arrive agreement within group, several rounds consensus building initiates deeper thinking [11]. In activity 6, picture cues extracted from lyrics are provided for constructing storyline for later activities. Memory research also indicates that picture is more memorable than words. Sequence task here functions as engaging students into task; divide task into manageable parts, make task doable; motivate learners to continue task; guide learners’ attention to specific activities; reduce learners’ anxiety during task; strive for better outcome [47]. It is obvious that from task sequence to emotion control, the concept of scaffolding is throughout whole instruction. In activity 2, learners compare the initial speculation with what they have comprehended from listening and add signal words to justify their choice [43]. After the listening, they check information with partner to discuss what question need further attention in later reading activity [42]. Task difficulty hinges on familiarity with topic and the cognitive demands of task type [46]. To reduce the cognitive load, music is played without showing lyrics. In activity 3, reading music review sample can be classified as ‘mining’ stage, whereby learners select useful language input for subsequent output activities [46]. Simultaneously, scanning skill is considered as a efficient vehicle for lengthy text. It is defined as locating key words or required specific information rapidly in the text [38]. Reading follows closely listening, and such a repeated exposure to same material provides support for higher performance in task cycle [25].

4.3. Language Focus Phase

The desirable condition for effective language learning is explicit instruction [46]. This stage is designed for summarizing language structures elicited during task cycle. It is accepted that language instruction causes higher degree of satisfaction and speeding up the language development [27]. By systematizing language used in task cycle, learners are asked to take notes about interesting points and useful phrases during reporting stage. Adding vocabulary into notebook is one effective learning strategy [44]. In question C, learners are asked to search figurative language, the prominent feature of this song, then create similar sentences. The answer will be given at the end of class, after the practice, learners will cross check answers within groups. The practice of cross-checking further generates speaking opportunity. Memory challenge at language focus section is used as consolidation and review what has been covered in this lesson. In order to make full use of lyrics, repeated exposure to vocabulary items also adds possibility of incidental learning [36]. Competition for jigsaw game is a good integration of competition and cooperation element in constructing activities, and it contributes to higher performance motivation level [41].

5. Evaluation of the Lesson Plan

This sections aims to critically analyze the activities and authentic material adopted in this lesson plan against the background of Chinese secondary school. Firstly, evaluate TBLT application in Chinese context; secondly, analyze the benefits and weakness of introducing authentic material into second language instruction; finally, specifically evaluate the activities and texts involved in this lesson from the perspective of applicability and potential challenges.

5.1. TBLT in China

Proponents of TBLT maintain that traditional approach to language teaching fails to accommodate learners’ needs and language is regarded as the goal of teaching. TBLT is a needs-based approach with clear outcome and flexibility. Besides, Language is considered as tool for communication. TBLT as a creative approach has achieved the pedagogical shift from teacher-centered to student-oriented teaching [49]. In China, though the implementation of TBLT is government-mandated, conflicting values and starkly different teacher-student relationship impede the application
of TBLT [13]. Under the great influence of Confucius heritage, teachers dominate classroom and undertake the main task of transmitting knowledge in China. However, TBLT has its roots in Western culture, learners pursue knowledge through doing activities [27]. Therefore, it is of great importance to specify roles of teachers and students during instruction process. In Willis’s framework for TBLT, role of instructor has been explicitly indicated in specific stages. For example, in task cycle, teacher plays role of monitor, chairperson and language adviser respectively at task, planning and reporting stage [46]. While for learners, they are language users with active participation in task implementation rather than passive recipients of knowledge. Role transition presents challenges both for teachers and learners.

5.2. Authentic Material

The terms “authenticity” and application of authentic material in second language teaching are subjects of discussion. Authentic material refers to original material from real scenario without further adaption for pedagogical use [32]. Authentic material in multiple forms (audio, video, text) activates the mental processing and durable memory [23]. In this lesson, audio, written text and pictures are provided. However, there are criticism exist for adopting authentic material when compared with created material. Created material is organized around graded syllabus which provides learners with systemized knowledge points. Besides, it is a burden for teachers to select authentic material and to design appropriate activities tailoring to learners’ proficiency level [32].

Table 1. Advantages and disadvantages of authentic material.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Advantages</th>
<th>Disadvantages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stimulating elements in music</td>
<td>Redundant language in lyrics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Authentic sample of target culture</td>
<td>Burden for teachers to select appropriate teaching material</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bountiful resource online contributes to self-direction learning</td>
<td>Distraction caused by the accompanying music</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Nowadays, Internet and self-direction learning style prompts the learners’ expectation for authentic material. Adequate music resources are free to choose from, and music the sound of silence is introduced here for its rich culture specific elements and relatively high quality of language in lyrics. There are several advantages of introducing music into classroom. Firstly, music adds stimulating element in language teaching; secondly, repetitive language and melody leads to higher retention rate; thirdly, authentic sample of target culture; finally, bountiful resource online [22]. However, the quality and genre of music language is varied, when compared with poetry, language of song seems redundant. Selecting appropriate music presents to be a great task for teachers [23]. It takes me hours to search this music for teaching material. What is more, deficient knowledge of background information of music may decrease learners’ confidence or lead to false interpretations of lyrics. As discussed before, the close relationship between schemata knowledge and reading comprehension justifies the necessity of intensive reading in pre-task stage. Due to the fact that Chinese students are not very used to task-based teaching, therefore, the task instruction is suggested to be given orally and in written form.

5.3. Activities and Class Management

One crucial element in task is instruction setting. It includes the learning mode and environment [27]. Starting from this perspective, “horseshoe” shape classroom organization and diverse learning modes such as pair, individual and group are good practices of creating harmonious environment [27]. Group work is one of effective teaching strategy through which learners can discuss common problems, pool thoughts together and construct new ideas [9]. In China, some teachers refute the group work for difficulty of control.Comparatively, pair work ensures the equal participation of each learner and effectively avoids “free rider” problem. Particular activity which requires checking comprehension and private thinking is more suitable for individual learning mode. Consequently, for different task types, learning mode changes accordingly (i.e. answer reading comprehension question individually; discuss in pair; complete task in group). Some introverted students may be unwilling to participate in group work initially, thereby instructors are supposed to observe from a distance and encourage them to undertake individual responsibility. Activities designed follow key principle of task continuity, for example, “static” task (matching pictures with words in lyrics) precedes “abstract” task (constructing story); jigsaw games combined with visual support (pictures) provide contextual cues for constructing story. At the beginning of class, playing instrumental version of music is one effective way to increase attention span. Researchers have developed the idea that the amount of attention largely decides to what extent the input and interaction transform into intake [24]. It is possible that learners may be detracted by accompanying music. Accordingly, learning goal should be acknowledged antecedently. Goal-directed activity is perceived to increase learners’ attention [15]. Referential question has the capacity of eliciting longer responses and more grammatically complex sentence compared with display question [2]. It is claimed that referential question generates natural and more authentic answer from learners [5]. However, some research concerning the relationship between question type and learners’ output indicates that only high level students can benefit from complicate question type [29]. Therefore, in order to boost learners’ confidence at the beginning of class, referential questions are simple broad questions (i.e. what Is your favorite music type?). Repeated exposure through receptive skills (listening and reading) on the one hand, it maximizes the opportunity of practicing intensive listening and scanning strategy in reading. On the other hand, it makes learners familiarize with topic of following task. The input hypothesis also supports the idea of receptive skills before productive skill in the language acquisition [16]. Research also demonstrates that effective receptive learning can take place with adequate listening and reading practice especially if teacher select particular vocabulary items first, then write
them on board [7]. Reading music review is intentionally inserted into pre-task section to provide model for task completion. Open task (construct story from lyrics) which needs deeper processing of text and retrieval of pre-selected word can result in “comprehensible output” [39]. By providing alternative for task, it opens up opportunity for group decision-making and reduces anxiety of learners resulted from challenging task.

Most scholars maintained that vocabulary is mostly acquired from extensive reading [14]. In this process, vocabulary is conceived to be the by-product of reading activity. It is called incidental vocabulary learning which has several advantages over the intentional teaching. Firstly, contextualized teaching offers rich meaning of vocabulary; secondly, reading and vocabulary learning can take place simultaneously; finally, learners are free to select useful words from target text. However, there are some key questions remain unsolved relating to this strategy such as exact word range for inferring; guessing strategy; what kind of exposure is effective. Furthermore, there are several unavoidable problems with this technique: guessing is not reliable when exact understanding of text is needed; it slows down the reading speed [12].

Scanning skill as a vital sub-skill of reading is frequently used in real-life situations. Teaching reading strategy is suggested to be combined with extensive reading [6]. The practice of selecting one or two interesting points in task performance is to motivate learners to make further progress [46]. Positive feedback sustains learners’ interest in continuing task. Inevitably, incomplete feedback information fails to objectively reflects learners’ real level. Therefore, peer feedback is integrated into this lesson. Instead of correcting errors in public by teacher, errors are expected to be solved within group. Language practice is identifying figurative language and changing ends of phrases. Apart from incremental vocabulary acquisition, it also direct learners’ attention to features of music language.

At last, all learners are asked to sing the song together. This activity not only contributes to group solidarity [23], but also checks answers of memory challenge activity in a stimulating way. Furthermore, this activity also practices pronunciation of every word in this song. Potential challenge is that learners are new to this song, and they may feel embarrassed to sing it aloud. Finally, before the homework, there is time leaved for self-reflection and asking question. In other words, learners can make full use of time to clarify obscured concepts, unknown words, tease out key language points and digest learned knowledge. Since this activity is placed at the end of class, learners may be reluctant to raise questions. If this happens, teachers can prepare some questions beforehand. As for the homework, it has been the old debate over the necessity of homework. Good and Brophy maintained that homework is the continuity of learning opportunity in class [2]. Homework is also a form of formative assessment which could be used to keep track of learners’ progress and efficacy of instruction [32]. However, criticism of homework largely derives from its quantity and quality. Too much homework adds burden on learners even leads to resistance of schooling. What is more, in Chinese secondary school, homework is compulsory and usually takes form of memorization and recitation, which conflicts with tenet of TBLT teaching. In order to overcome these weakness, homework in this lesson consists of two parts: search information online; write a short music review. Music review is used as checking effectiveness of learning and teaching, and the other activity is a typical one used in TBLT.

6. Conclusion

Though the lesson plan has been discussed in a detailed way, it still subjects to modification during the process of instruction rather than remain as fixed model. Learning process is far more important than end product-lesson plan [32]. It is noted that key components of lesson plan play important role in real instruction (lesson aims; learning outcome; anticipated problem).

This lesson follows three-stage TBLT framework with integration of key principles extracted from other advocates of TBLT. The rationale consists of key concepts in lesson plan and the justification for all choices made in this framework. The second part evaluation follows clear threads of TBLT, authenticity, vocabulary and activities.
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